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The closing of the transaction took place on Wednesday October 14, 2015 following approval from the French
Competition Authority granted on October 7, 2015.
The signing of an exclusive agreement was announced on June 22, 2015 and the transaction was completed on August
31, 2015, subject to customary closing conditions including regulatory approvals and information and consultation of
employee representative bodies.
The transaction amounts to approximately EUR 220m.

With 20,000 staff in over 200 laboratories across 38 countries, Euro ns Scienti c, a company listed on the Euronext
Paris Stock Exchange (EUFI.PA), is the world leader in food, environment and pharmaceutical products testing. It is also
one of the global market leaders in agroscience, genomics, discovery pharmacology and central laboratory services.
Biomnis, one of the largest independent laboratories offering specialty diagnostic testing services in France and Ireland,
employs about 1,200 staff and provides its services in more than 40 countries. Biomnis generated over EUR 220m
revenues in 2014, three-quarters of which from specialty diagnostics services. Biomnis acquisition strengthens Euro ns
Scienti c's pharmaceutical and genomic service offering, and also consolidates its growing presence in the specialty
diagnostic testing sector.

August & Debouzy advised Financière Bio Alfras, through Xavier Rohmer (Associé Private Equity et Tax) and Julien
Wagmann (Associé Private Equity) (Partner in the Private Equity department) who were assisted by Maria Queffelec
(Senior Associate), Pierre Antoine Degrolard (Associate), Laura Favier (Associate) concerning the corporate law aspects,
Hélène Delurier (Counsel), Clara Ferrari (Senior Associate), Elie Betard (Associate) concerning the tax law aspects,
Renaud Christol (Counsel) concerning the competition law aspects. The team also included Benjamin van
Gaver (Partner) and Valérie Munoz-Pons (Counsel) - litigation, Vincent Brenot (Partner) and Vincent Broustail (Associate)
- public and regulatory, Alexandra Berg-Moussa (Counsel) and Coralie Vaissière (Associate) concerning the IP/IT
aspects, and Alexandra Cohen-Jonathan (Partner) and Julien Wlodarczyk (Associate) concerning the insurance and real
estate law aspects.

